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Thursday ‘Lets go Hells Gate on Saturday’...
‘Sounds good’
Friday
Got a text message just saying “TIME SLIP 18 A1”
Saturday

Running around in the morning, after a slightly late night, I
was an hour late to pick Alex. Not good. As it turned out, he
had a very long lunch on Friday, from noon till 7pm. I guess
we were both in a fog when we pulled out of Nairobi.
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I love the morning drive down the
escarpment road to Mai Mahiu. The view
into the rift is amazing and the road feels
relaxed. But this time it felt indescribably
surreal. Was it my imagination or did the
other cars on the road seem to be of a
different age? Was that an Aston Martin
that we just passed? Oh my, what is
happening…The Kinks on the radio?
Alex with a handlebar moustache? Help!
I’m slipping, slipping back in tiiiiiime!
We were soon parked on the road
directly in below the climb. As I read
through the description, I noticed it had a
seriousness rating of five. I nearly wet
myself! Let me explain: with a five, you
have rotten sections of rock particularly
on the last pitch and no gear to keep
your bellbottomed Levis safe. Looking
up from the binoculars, Alex mumbles:
“rotten, it all looks rotten”. “I’m with you
whatever you decide” I said, hating
myself for the misplaced brevity before
the words even left my mouth. I think
that must have given him the muchneeded push: “Lets go for it” he
announced with a sureness in his voice
(or was that simply a desire to get on the
rock?).

back into the crack. Further up the rock
felt more rotten (are there grades in
climbing for rottenness? R1, R2…). Alex
paused for a while, grunted and
mumbled,
steeled
himself
and
continued. A request for some testicular
supplements was send toward me, I was
running low myself.
I had a hard time starting up the crack.
There was a flake of rock inside it and I
was trying not to put all of my substantial
weight on it. The rock on the sides of
the crack was of better quality, with had
small flat holds. Grunting and puffing, I
slowly pushed up and my breathing got
heavier and heavier. I was feeling the
pump on my forearms but also felt
exhilarated every time I pulled a hard
move.
When I pulled over the final lip to a really
lovely huge belay ledge, thoughts of a
siesta crossed my mind. It was a perfect
place to nap and let the time slip away.
Alex slowly sorted out the gear and got
ready for the next section. “Only 75ft to
go” he lied to himself.
Great belay ledge

Time Slip 18 A1 with belay points

First pitch (harder than it looks)

The notoriously fearless Mark Savage
led the first ascent in ’75. We’ve been
warned that gear was optional on
Savage routes. There was also a rumour
that an early attempt on the route
resulted in a broken leg. These facts lay
dormant in the backs of our post-late Friday-night- brains.
It all looked fairly straight forward but as
the starting moves reminded me, Hells
Gate seldom is. By the time I reached
Alex on the first belay I was wide awake,
dirty, panting and feeling properly back
in my Main Wall mind set.
A rotten crack awaited our entry. Neither
one of us was too eager, but retreat is
not in our vocabulary (did I mention that
Alex doesn’t speak English very well?).
Extra gear to protect the start for yours
truly showed me that he cared. About 6ft
up was a step right out of the crack onto
a big foothold. Then an awkward move
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The next pitch required aid 37 years
ago, and no one had the absence of
mind to come back to this route and do it
free. Well, no one except for Alex and I.
Doing a route free means that a climber
ascends the rock face using only his
hands and feet (as well as other useful
bits of the anatomy). Aid climbing
involves pulling on artificial protection
placed into the rock by climbers ►
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A thin crack and small overhang was the
crux of the climb which we wanted to
free. He went up with the hammer, stood
around on top of the pillar assessing the
route and aid section. Got up to the old
piton scar and had to change position to
swing the hammer. My thoughts went to
the climbers who would be hanging
precariously and find the ability to
hammer a piton often single-handed.
With a lonely piton in the thin crack, he
pawed his way up. Sounds of ecstasy as
he moved up could only be interpreted
as success.
I was soon on top of the pillar looking at
the aid section and the piton. The rock
on this section had an amazing quality,
unlike the normal Hells Gate rock, with a
lot of friction. Jamming myself against
the edges of the corner, I banged the
piton out and friction’ed up the small
overhang on the slab below the belay
stance. A lovely pitch that felt much
easier than the rotten pitch below.
As I reached the belay I saw that it
consisted of two poor pitons and a
medium nut. Did not feel secure at all
(remember this was where the rotten 5
rock began…). While sorting out the
gear and the rope we could see the rain
in the distance. As I looped the rope
over my neck, small droplets started
falling. Thunder was getting louder and

the clouds were rolling in. As Alex got
ready to move, it started raining more
heavily. Note to self: crumbly rock does
not become more secure when water is
added. I kept an eye on Alex as he
moved up, looking for a place to put a
piece of gear. There was nothing for
about 7mtrs.

“The notoriously fearless Mark Savage
led the first ascent in ’75. We’ve been
warned that gear was optional on
Savage routes. There was also a
rumour that an early attempt on the
route resulted in a broken leg. These
facts lay dormant in the backs of our
post-late -Friday-night- brains”

Now as I was turning left to look at him,
the ropes around my neck kept shifting
and the rope I was paying out was now Mighty Benta crossing the river
next to my skin. Soon I was in a struggle
to keep the rope slack between us and
trying to rearrange to stop the burning
around my neck. “Give me slack”
screamed a voice. By now the rock was
wet but no water to cool my neck. I was
just pulling out the rope and ignoring the
pain. Finally “safe”!
Broke down the belay – the piton, only
halfway in, took the most trouble to get
out – and started moving. As
circumstance should have it, it had
stopped raining as soon as Alex got up.
The pockets and small handholds on the
rock were filled with water. I just trusted
them and moved on up, all the while
thinking how he got up.

Aid section freed

It was a relief to be up, especially after
that last belay and pitch. Felt really alive
after that climb. The time was 1700hrs.
Time HAD slipped away! ■

Looking up to Alex and the
last (bad) belay

MOUNTAIN CLUB OF KENYA
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Climbing in the Aberdares
Just a one and a half
hour hike from the
Shamata Gate.

By Jeff Mariner

There is great climbing at the
Dragon’s Teeth, rock formations on
the North end of the Aberdares! The
first climb (Alex’s Incisor) was put on
the weekend of July 14-15. It’s a
quality three-pitch route graded
severe with one exposed belay point.
The second climb, christened
“Bubbles” by Amy Wong, is a 5.7+ put
on early September 2nd by Jeff and
Amy.

Alex’s Incisor
Quality 3-pitch route graded severe
with one exposed belay point
2nd belay stance

Exposed belay

There’s many more great lines and
crags to be explored! Just a coulple of
hours’ hike from the Shamata gate.
The next exploring mission departs
this weekend (December 1st). Joining?

Next climbing trip to the
Aberdares this weekend (Dec 1-2)!
More new routes!
Contact Jeff
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Climb’s the buttress to an exposed belay
with good stance. From the first exposed
belay, the climb proceeds up grove over
easy ground to an obvious second rock
horn belay below the summit. The finish is
directly above the horn belay over a nose
of rock (committing but excellent holds)
then grove to the summit (Severe, about

70 meters long, 60 meter rope
recommended). Alternately, climb as one
pitch of 45-50 meters to the second rock
horn belay and only use first exposed
belay point on the rappel. Descend
following the same line as the climb (Jeff
Mariner, Alba Mariner and Viola Rosbach)
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Bubbles, 5.7+
Rap
P2

P1

Walk off descent

Approach: From Amphitheatre Camp
Site in front of the East face of Ngumu
Rock, walk uphill toward the base of
Ngumu Rock, then walk right up a steep
hill, behind a large boulder scrambling
around some small boulders at the top of
the slope. Bear left heading into Ngumu
Rock as though entering the large cleft
filled by a huge chock stone boulder at
the summit. You should see a large
pedestal block on the right. There is a
small grassy ledge at the base of Ngumu
near two trees, just to the right of the
block pedestal. Begin P1 here.

approach
to camp

P1 (R). Easy start at grassy ledge.
Head up a slick rock corner to a good
ledge for hands. Traverse ledge to the
right about 5 feet until you reach
another small sloping ledge just past a
bush. head up toward the right after the
bush and place anchor on knobby wall.
P2 (PG). Start up knobby wall. About 10
feet up, knobby wall ends at a small
rounded pocket/pod. Step into pocket
(crux). Above the pod, there is an
obvious vertical book with many knobs.
Climb the book. Some stemming
required; avoid pulling directly on
knobs.

Length: 55m
Pro: 1 set of nuts, 0.5-2 cam, lots of
slings
Descent: Rappel from large block at
summit 50m (double rope required)
direct to base. Beware of knobs and
branches when pulling rope. Walk down
to the North.

Note the letters in parenthesis refer to
the quality of pro (R) and (PG). The
scale is:
G- great pro
PG- ok pro
PG-13 - decent pro
R - not so great pro
X - no pro. Will die if fall.

Amy Wong and Jeff Mariner VS 2-9-12

That on the left is how
your Jan will look like!
Reserve yours now.

MOUNTAIN CLUB OF KENYA
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Caving in Kenya
By Clive Ward
Where on earth can you go that is
unseen and chances are unexplored?
Deep sea exploration and caves
systems are good candidates. Kenya
has a good share of caves that are
geologically diverse, as well as the
fauna and flora that live underground.

Mt Suswa caves in the Rift Valley, is
what most MCK members can relate to
as caves. These are lava tubes formed
when Suswa had been active in spewing
out lava. Now Suswa is dormant, few
volcanos are considered extinct as such;
as they are still connected through to the
Earth’s mantle. Lava tubes are formed
when a type of lava known as Pahoehoe,
pronounced Pa-hoi-hoi, flows out of a
caldera. It runs like water, often cutting
deep channels into ash and other lava.
The surface cools and roofs over, with
lava running below. Sometimes it pools
to form lakes; then over flows to continue
in molten lava streams. With the surface
cooling into a crust, the lava creates a
tube to run through. When the eruption
ends, the lava drains out to form a
sinuous pipe, that we call a lava tube.
There could be other eruptions of lava
that ran in the same tube. These at times
create multi-levels, lava sticking to the
sides, forming benches, crusting over
and dripping with lava stalactites. These
are tubes within tubes, often with twisted
lava ropes lying on the tube floor.
What we see on Suswa is the remains
of tubes and lakes, often with collapsed
roofs and side walls. Kenya’s volcanic
caves are very wide spread throughout
the country, the Chuylu Hills being
another well known place for lava tubes.
There are caves consisting of lava Tuff,
like on Mt Elgon, where animals and
man have mined for salts, while water
worn caves in similar tuffs in old river
beds, such as near Thika, can form
passage complexes.
The best known water worn, or rather
solution cave systems are at the coast
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Coast limestone

and about fifteen to twenty kilometres
inland. These are uplifted limestone
beds, that caves systems formed in
when the water-table in the limestone
lay below the land surface. Over millions
of years the limestone dissolved,
forming passage networks and caverns.
Later the water-table drained, they
became back filled with silt and got
washed out as the land rose. Within the
cavities water percolating from the roofs
began to drip forming calcium carbonate
stalactites, curtains and crystal like
rippling flows. The coast limestone is
very old, and much of it s open to the

surface to form huge gorge like areas,
but there is still plenty to explore
underground. Northern Kenya has huge
sink holes in another limestone type,
which have a potential for exploration,
for those intrepid enough to venture that
far.
Coral caves are close to the sea, as one
would expect, however, they are in old
fossilised reefs. Some are up to seven
kilometres in land. The caves are not as
extensive as in the massive limestone,
but are surprising in their width and
height ►
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Jim Simons can be contacted at
P. O. BOX 218 Emali 9012.
Telephone: +254 (0) 721342664
+254 (0) 733737290
Email: jim.william.simons@gmail.com

Chyulu lava tube
These have often a human history;
where tales of Arab slavers held their
prisoners. Some are sacred sites, and
still regarded as such. Animism is alive
and well.
There are also marble caves in Kenya.
These are in fact very ancient
metamorphic limestone’s and can
contain significant cave systems. In
Tsavo East, near the Tiva River, there
are cave systems with some deep water
pools still under exploration. Kabini Hill,
near Sultan Hamud, has the largest
known marble cavern in East Africa,
some twenty metres high and sixty
metres long.

How do we know all this, well there have
been cave enthusiasts in Kenya that
have been surveying and exploring
caves for many years, but they feel they
have only scratched the surface of what
is underground waiting to be explored.
The Cave Exploration Group of East
Africa came into existence nearly fifty
years ago. Most members have been,
and some still are, members of the
MCK. Although an autonomous body,
the CEGEA would like again to enjoy the
rewarding relationship of the past.

At present the CEGEA is but a small
group, some living overseas and coming
to Kenya on visits to continue their
explorations. There are some members
at the Kenyan coast and the Chairman
Jim Simons lives at Emali, but what is
needed are more inland cavers to carry
on exploring and surveying new cave
systems, which we know are just waiting
for the dedicated explorer.
Be seeing you in the nearest pot hole!
Clive Ward.

Like all clubs, where people of like
minds come together, there are years
where cavers went out most weekends.

In the next issue!
Interview with Helen Kinuthia.
First Kenyan on the Mount Everest
Expedition

Don’t miss it!

MOUNTAIN CLUB OF KENYA
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Mt. Mikeno from Bukima

Africa's oldest National Park
VIRUNGA NATIONAL PARK (DRC)

By Michael J. McCartney
Professional Safari Guide and Conservationist
"I just wanted to share with you my
report and some pictures from a trip I
made in March 2012 to the Virunga
National Park (VNP) in Eastern
Democratic Republic of Congo.
This beautiful National Park is Africa's
oldest National Park, founded in 1925,
and it is also a UNESCO World Heritage
Site (since 1979). It is one of the most
bio-diverse protected areas on the
African continent, and is reputed to have
more endemic species than other any
park in Africa. The VNP is managed
under the very capable stewardship of
Emmanuel de Merode and his team
from Institut Congolais pour la
Conservation de la Nature (ICCN). The
Park is undergoing something of a
renaissance at the moment, with
financial support from the European
Union, and offers an exciting, out-of-theway African experience for those of
adventurous spirit seeking something a
little different.
I spent a week there at the end of
March, and our group were hosted
impressively well by the ICCN team. We
used the wonderful new Mikeno Lodge
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(in the forested VNP HQ compound at
Rumangabo) as our base for exploring
the attractions of the Southern Sector of
VNP.

hike to Kimanura we required a platoon
of armed rangers from ICCN to escort
us! We fly-camped overnight near the
new cones.

The first trek we made was to the active
volcano of Nyamulagira. This is reached
by a 30 minute drive and then a 3 hour
hike over rough lava. This is one of the
world's most active volcanoes - it has
erupted 43 times between 1865 and
2011. The most recent eruption started
on 6th November 2011, and occurred
along a fissure to the north-east of the
volcano. It was characterised by
impressive lava fountains up to 400
metres high, and resulted in the
formation of two lava cones. One of
these (Kimanura) we climbed to the top
of to look down into the still steaming
crater. Some of the lava we walked on
was still so hot that it melted the soles of
our boots, and the ends of our hiking
poles! The eruption at Kimanura sadly
ended in early March, but I have recently
heard that a new eruption is possibly
imminent, from the main crater itself.
Unfortunately the main crater is deep
within a zone where there are sporadic
outbreaks of rebel activity. Even for the

The second trek we made involved a
one and a half hour drive on a very
rough road to Bukima patrol post at the
edge of the 250 square kilometre
Mikeno Sector in the south-east corner
of VNP. From here we hiked for 2 hours
into the forest to reach the Munyaga
mountain gorilla family. This family
group, consisting of 3 silverbacks, 2
adult females, one infant and one
adolescent, is one of 6 habituated
families in the Mikeno Sector. There are
approximately 200 gorillas in VNP, out of
ca. 790 remaining in the world. The
gorilla viewing experience here was
superb. The rangers are very
considerate around the gorillas, and the
visitor group size is limited to 4 pax.
which makes for exceptional viewing
and photographic opportunities. All
visitors are obliged to wear face masks,
to limit transfer of contagious diseases
to the gorillas ►
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As in Rwanda and Uganda, the time limit
is one hour. The majestic Mount Mikeno
(4,437 metres / 14,557 feet) stands as an
impressive sentinel over the whole area.

The next day, despite my legs having
almost given up on me the night before,
we again set off early, with a substantial
armed escort, to visit the habituated
chimpanzees at Tongo Forest, to the
north-west of Rumangabo. Another drive
of an hour and a half took us across
vegetated lava fields to this pristine patch
of indigenous forest. On the way we saw
some other interesting primate species
including Red-tailed Monkeys and
L'Hoest's Monkeys. Although the Tongo
Forest is small (10 square kilometres),
there are some 36 chimpanzees living
here. The habituation process was
started in 1987 and the project is
managed by the Frankfurt Zoological
Society. Observation of the chimpanzees
stopped between 1996 and 2010, due to
insecurity in the area, so we were one of
the first groups to be allowed back in.
Chimpanzee trekking here is not quite in
the league of Mahale in Tanzania, as it
is quite challenging, and the
chimpanzees are not quite so
habituated. Having said that, we were
able to approach to within approx. 10
metres of chimpanzees in the trees, and
20 metres on the ground.
The final part of our adventure involved
an hour long drive to Kabati patrol post
at the base of the active stratovolcano
Nyiragongo. This volcano is the one
which has several times erupted to
produce lava flows which have entered
the nearby town of Goma, most recently
in 2002. Nyiragongo is 3,468 metres
high (11,380 feet) and contains the
world's biggest lava lake. The glow from
this molten lake at night is so impressive
that it can be seen from neighbouring
Rwanda! The hike to the crater at the
summit is a strenuous one, not to be
undertaken by those who are not
reasonably fit. The ascent is
approximately 1,500 metres in 8
kilometres (5,000 feet in 5 miles), and
takes approximately 5 hours. There is
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Nyiragongo lava lake
no rush though, as the lava lake is most
impressive at night, when the whole
boiling cauldron of orangey-red magma
pulsates, explodes and metamorphoses
constantly before your eyes. The drop
into the crater from the rim is a sheer
one of approximately 600 metres (2,000
feet), and is a challenge for vertigo
sufferers like myself. But if you are able
to drag yourself to the edge, the view is
spellbinding. ICCN have recently built 8
small 2 person cabins just below the
crater rim, so they can accommodate up
to 16 visitors. Be warned though, the
"washroom facilities" are basic to say
the least! It is also my recommendation
that you should hike Nyiragongo during
the week as the group size will be
smaller, and you can move at your own
speed, or at least at that of the armed
rangers
accompanying
you!
Experienced porters are available for
approximately $12 per day. The next
morning we rose early and began the
return hike to Kabati - this is easier
going and can be done in under 4 hours.

and committed team of people, who are
also wonderful hosts. Despite the
numerous travel warnings and Foreign
Office advice against travel to DRC, we
did not at any point feel that our safety
was threatened or compromised. The
local people are delightful, friendly and
very welcoming to visitors. Where else
in the world can you have exceptional
opportunities to view our very rarest
primates, AND see active volcanoes?
Virunga truly is a magical part of Africa."

All in all, our 6 days in Virunga were an
incredible experience, even for such a
seasoned group of safari guides as
ourselves. It is a really incredible part of
Africa, which deserves as much support
as it can get. It has survived against all
the odds, and is managed by a capable
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MCK and KWS – On Mt Kenya
by Åsa Forsman
On Mt Kenya, 28-30 September 2012
Nikunj Shah, Janet Mwende, Jeff
Mariner and Åsa Forsman spent a long
weekend meeting with Simon Gitau,
Senior Warden of Mt Kenya, and some
members of the rescue team. The
starting point was that MCK wants to get
a closer relationship with KWS and we
need first to know in what areas the club
can assist KWS. The discussions during
the weekend focused on two major
issues:
1. How MCK can assist the KWS
Rescue Team
2. Should MCK build a hut for
commercial use on Mt Kenya?

The meeting with Simon Gitau and
spending time with the rescue team was
an excellent start for closer cooperation
with KWS. They need more training and
practice and MCK can facilitate this for
them. As we go along there will probably
be many more areas where we can work
together.

As a first step, MCK organised a
combined MCK and KWS weekend at
Lukenya on November 17th. More news
on MCK and KWS cooperation can be
found in the upcoming issue of the
newsletter. We’ll keep you updated ■

MCK UK Reunion
Standing left to right - Rod Hine, Sally
Adams, Camber Trott, Arshad Khan, Anne
Howell, Jack Kelly, Bob Linford, Paul
Etherington, John Mitchell, Jo Mitchell, Anne
Davies, Anne Kelly, Nina Mattock, Gordon
Davies, Paul Spinks, Fred Trott, Josie Hine.
Seated left to right - Chris Wilkes, Erica
Kemp, Ted Kemp, Jean née Minette

The annual MCK UK Reunion took place
on the weekend of 13, 14 and 15 July in
Malham, Yorkshire. The event was, as
usual, brilliantly organised by Valerie
Mason, and 37 of us sat down to dinner on
the Saturday evening. The weather was
kind to us for a change, and 17 of us went
up Ingleborough on the Saturday and Peny-Ghent on the Sunday, while the less
energetic went on shorter local walks
around Malham.

various locations in the Pennines and the
Lake District for the last 29 years. Most of
the attendees were in Kenya and active in
the MCK at various times in 1960s, 70s,
80s and 90s.
Well-known personalities who came this
year included Ian Howell, John Temple
and Barry Cliff. Arshad and Baldip Khan
are the only active MCK members who
come along, although all MCK members
are very welcome!

The UK Reunion has been taking place in

By Rowland Burley

MOUNTAIN CLUB OF KENYA
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RIFT VALLEY ODYSSEY
3 days, 240km, 5000m ascent
Account by intrepid MCKer Elena Olivi

Photo: Åsa Forsman

“Try your best!” was the advice of a
precocious 9-year-old bystander to me
as I slogged up a relentlessly steep dirt
track somewhere along the Mau
Escarpment. A salty mud, which – it
turns out – is what you get when the
dust you’re biting from real mountain
bikers’ wakes mixes with your own
profuse perspiration, was dripping off the
tip of my nose. I gave the kid a grimace
of a grin and a grunt of a greeting. I
couldn't decide whether to consider his
comment adorable or patronizing. I
thought about it for a while. By the time I
reached the top of the hill, I decided the
verdict didn’t matter, because the only
emotion I truly harbored for that kid was
gratitude… gratitude for having provided
me a few precious moments of solace
while my mind was distracted from the
self-flagellation I had signed myself –
and 4 other MCKers – up for.
This is not to say I didn’t enjoy the three
day Rift Valley Odyssey. In fact, it was
probably the best thing I’ve done in
Kenya since I arrived over 3 years ago.
There is something extraordinarily
satisfying in realizing that after depleting
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the mitochondria of every single cell in
your body to summit the first big hill,
there's still more grit left in you for
another fourteen.
However, in that particular moment my
vision was blurred by mirages of Tusker
malts, smooth tarmac, and the blissful
era that predated the invention of the
bloody wheel. Forget the perils of reinventing the wheel; I reckoned
humanity would’ve been better off
without it the first time round! I cursed
the cheeky Mesopotamian inventor of
the 4th millennium BC. Let's see the
dude navigate “Lunatic Express” or
“Jason’s Climb” of the RVO. THEN we
can decide whether his eureka moment
deserves such a prominent role in the
cliché board room conversation of every
Fortune 500 company.

RVO 2013
20-22 September 2013
Early Bird entries for 2013 are
now open, the first 10 entries paid
up before November 30th will be
discounted by 20%.
Entries are limited to only 100
riders!

That said, no matter how much the Rift
Valley Odyssey may have caused our
man to regret his dalliances in round
object engineering, I dare say he
would’ve enjoyed the light-hearted
company of the MCK contingent ►
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We were a rag-tag group of amateurs
that no one thought stood a chance even
to finish the course. We had hardly
trained. We set a recurring alarm to
remind ourselves to stop for a leisurely
snack every hour, on the hour. We used
the green slime meant to prevent
punctures in our tires to reenact scenes
from the movie Ghostbusters. We
overslept. We were thrown off our bikes
constantly. We got lost. We never, EVER
saw the front of the pack. We affixed
tassels to our handlebars, for chrissake!
... And what are clip pedals, again?
Our jokester attitude was, on one hand,
magnified by the serious biking talent
that surrounded us, and on the other
hand, drowned out by the sweeping
natural expanse of Limuru tea estates,
the Aberdares, and Hell’s Gate National
Park, which served as our backdrop.
Other, much more cyclically competent
MCKers, such as Alex Tibwitta,
Geraldine O’Keefe, and Sanne Willems,
did the MCK proud. MCKer and biker
extraordinaire Åsa Forsman was down
for the count with an injury, but pinch
hitted as event photographer, to the
delight of everyone's hindsight.
Professional and semi-professional
riders from across Africa participated.
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Arguably the best cyclist of Kenya,
David Kinjah, was on the roster. South
African die-hards made the northward
trek. A three-time mountain biking
Olympian from Namibia turned up. No
big deal, guys.
By the time we got back to camp every
night, our loyal fanclub of one - Lauren
Dagnall - and a hoard of crickets were
the only sentient souls around to
welcome us home. The other racers had
long since eaten, showered, and retired
to their tents... where I presume they
were all frantically doping and

transfusing blood because I don't see
how regular-person hearts and calves
and amygdalas (that's the part of the
brain that controls fear down impossibly
narrow, mangled, precipitous singletracks, according to the Physicians'
Desk Reference) could perform the way
theirs did. Seriously, their skill was
unreal.
Hell’s Gate NP took on a new life in the
RVO. It’s a shame that park is
sometimes treated as the scrawny,
illegitimate son of the Masaai Mara and
Amboseli ►

Elena and Aurel
After one of the many
hardest climbs of the race
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It may lack big game, but moving
throughout the park on one’s own
steam, unencumbered by a cage of steel
and seatbelts, levels out the playing field
between us and the zebras, giraffes,
warthogs, and buffalo in a truly unique
and humbling way. The closest thing to
a predator was a sky so vast it seemed
like it could swallow us whole, with nary
a bone or event-issued emergency SOS
bracelet left behind for our mothers.
Other examples of Hell’s Gate's bounty
include a gorge, excellent rock climbing,
steam jets from the geothermal power
field, arguably the best campsite within
spitting range of Nairobi, and gorgeous
vistas of Lake Naivasha. The RVO

course had us explore every untouched
corner of the park, and my appreciation
for this gem of a place swelled.
My boss might warn me to avoid
reinventing the wheel, but I most
certainly intend to repeat the Rift Valley
Odyssey. Cheers to Mesopotamia and
to trying our best.
My MCK teammates were Federico
Hinrichs, Aurélien Perrey, Al Spendlove,
Florian Keller, and support superwoman
Lauren Dagnall. We even let a nonMCKer (but good friend) sneak in –
Andreas Zeller ■

Upcoming Meets
Simien
Mountains,
Ethiopia

Spain

Nyiru
Baio

Ndoto Mountains
Tiati
Mount Elgon
Rwenzori, UG
Menengai crater

Ololokwe
Warges

Dec 1st – 3rd: Climbing and Hiking at Dragons
Teeth, Aberdares National Park. Contact Jeff at
j.mariner@cgiar.org
Dec 12th - 16th: Hiking Ololokwe and Warges,
Northern Kenya. Contact Arshad Khan at
arshaddotkhan@gmail.com
Jan 24th – 28th 2013: Trip to Mt Tiati. Contact
Florian Keller at florian@enchanting-travels.com
Feb 4th - 14th 2013 : Ruwenzoris - A hiking circuit
of the Rwenzori's including two to three peaks.
Contact Jeff Mariner j.mariner@cgiar.org

Mount Kenya
Aberdares

Hell’s gate & Naivasha
Longonot
Mt Suswa
Lukenya
Esakut
Lake Magadi
Olmuntus
Longido
Mt Meru
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Chyulu Hills
Kichwa Tembo
Kilimanjaro
Nairobi
Upcoming meets
Suggested destinations

Go ahead, lead your meet!
MCK is there to recommend places and
provide support.
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WHERE TO GO: RECOMMENDED!
Longido
Northern Tanzania
Apart from the issue of non-citizens
having to buy a Tanzania visa, this
mountain is easily the best
overnight excursion. The round trip
to the summit and the scramble up
to the top of the massive cliff is
exhilarating.
There are some
exposed parts which are generally
safe but not for the faint hearted.
Camping at the top comes highly
recommeded!
Drive 4 hours, hike 7 hours.

ANNOUNCEMENTS & MEMBERS’ SPACE
This is the members’ space for announcements and
miscellanea. So contact the editors if you have a small ad:
Fish (climbingfish@gmail.com)
Federico (federicohinrichs@gmail.com)
Åsa (asa.k.forsman@gmail.com)

New MCK M-PESA account
You may now pay your membership subs using
MPesa. Send the money to Catherine, the club
caretaker, on 0707 712 599. Send a note to the
membership secretary, meets@mck.or.ke indicating
that you have done so and pick up your receipt next
time you are at the club.
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IMPORTANT: REQUEST FOR ARTICLES!
Most of the articles in the newsletter are contributions of MCK
members. We, the editors, don’t do much. Just makin’em look
pretty n’ stuff. So please, write for us! Those organizing meets
are especially encouraged to provide a brief account and pics
of the success or misfortune of their trips.
Jo Zaremba, get us something from the Simiens!
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